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Abstract: This study aims to investigate and explain festival qualities that are applied to festival organizers that affect the destination image and the tourist revisit intention. This research uses a quantitative approach through statistical analysis of PLS-SEM and distributed questionnaires that have been designed to 200 tourists. The findings of this study indicate that the constructs of the variables that shape the quality of the festival, namely program content, convenience, and staff, have a positive and significant effect on the image of the destination. In addition, the relationship between destination image and revisit intention has a positive and significant effect.
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INTRODUCTION

Festival quality has been investigated and discussed by Crompton and Love (1995) and Baker and Crompton (2000) who analyzed the relationship between quality, satisfaction, and attractiveness to tourists. In this regard, Lee et al (2008) introduced the concept of the festival landscape, which means the general atmosphere experienced by festival visitors to emphasize a holistic experience. Since then, new discussions on event tourism research that focus on festival reconstruction have developed, focusing more on shifting from a materialistic perspective to an immaterial perspective identified related to the main dimensions of festival quality (Oakes and North, 2008; Mason and Paggiaro, 2012; Quintal et al., 2015; Bruwer, 2014; Chang et al., 2014). However, this study is not focused on discussing experiences, behavioral intention, or tourist loyalty to visit as in most other studies. This research is more on destination marketing such as destination image, more specifically, the influence of festival quality on destination image. An event organized by such a host city helps increase tourism opportunities that can enhance the destination image of the area (Getz, 1989; Moon and Han, 2019). Even today, many local governments recognize the advantages of hosting an event that will have a high impact on society (Moon and Han, 2019). The implementation of such event tourism is often used as a means to improve the image of regional tourist destinations and the region itself (Getz, 2016a). Therefore, it is important for the local population to clearly understand the value of organizing this event. In the field of destination marketing, experts have found that event tourism can generate a number of sociological and economic benefits (such as increasing employment opportunities, and concern for the image of an area) (Allen et al., 2002).

In the context of tourism, destination image is closely related to the experience of tourists in these destinations and tourists’ perceptions of these destinations. When tourists are satisfied with visiting with the quality of the overall experience such as the event quality attribute, tourists tend to have a positive attitude towards a destination and intend to revisit that destination (Loureiro, 2014). Thus, how tourists perceive the attributes or quality of a destination can affect the image of the destination (Chiu et al., 2014). Therefore, the overall destination image built on the tourist experience can be positively associated with tourists’ perceptions of the quality and value of the tourism experience.

Destination image also closely related to tourist satisfaction, which in turn influences the intention of tourists to revisit and recommend the destination (Liu et al., 2017; Prayag et al., 2017). In line with empirical evidence in previous research, it has shown that destination image has a positive and significant effect on revisit intention (Chen and Funk, 2010; Song et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018; Foster and Sidhartaïs, 2019; Khan et al., 2019).

This is because the destination image is indeed formed by a number of certain attributes or features that attract tourists, ranging from activities or experiences to unique landscapes (Duarte et al., 2018). So, that tourists have their own perceptions to be able to judge from their visiting experience and when there is a unique value it will form a memorable moment for these tourists who will decide on their revisit intention (Chen and Funk, 2010).

Evidence tourism in Indonesia shows an increasing trend and strategic role in driving the economy. This sector has also become a key factor in encouraging the socio-economic progress of society through exports (foreign exchange), job
creation, new businesses, and infrastructure development. It can be seen that the tourism sector is the leading sector and one for regional development of a country and increasing welfare (Ministry of Tourism, 2015; 2019). Even the UNWTO predicts a growth trend in the number of world foreign tourists by 3.3 percent annually in the 2010 to 2030 period. These opportunities are very large for Indonesia to be one of the destinations that tourists are interested in. The tourism agenda has been planned in such a way by the Ministry of Tourism to be able to attract foreign tourists who are priority targets. The Ministry of Tourism has set 4C as the standard for event tourism quality, namely Creative Value, Commercial Value, Communication Value, CEO Commitment (Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy, 2019).

Various event agendas in all regions in Indonesia are proof that event tourism in Indonesia has grown rapidly. So that the government to be able to attract 20 million tourists as a target in 2019 has made a national event agenda. The involvement of the Government of Indonesia is part of a responsive form of potential and is aimed at advancing national tourism so that it can have a big impact on society and the national economy. The following are various events scheduled and selected selectively by the Curatorial Team of the Calendar of Events (CoE) from all events in 34 Provinces. Jember Fashion Carnaval (JFC) that engaged in event tourism through fashion carnival is held annually in Jember Regency, East Java. JFC has become an attraction for international tourists and has become one of the global events. It is a combination of carnival and fashion where the theme of the organization departs from developing issues and also as a response to global issues.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Festival Quality

Despite the diversity and evolution of the festival, Getz and Page (2016a) describe it in a very simple way as "a themed public celebration", highlighting the festival's ability to provide cultural opportunities and fun beyond the everyday experience. Festivals provide a way for communities to celebrate their unique cultural traditions and values and can attract local tourists and visitors. Festivals are under a type of event tourism, where people travel to a destination to attend certain events (Getz, 2008). Festivals and other cultural celebrations are less dependent on facilities and may make use of parks, roads, theaters, concert halls and all other public or private places (Getz and Page, 2016a). Thus, festivals are a type of tourism event that is currently in great demand and organized, and has even been designated as a tourism agenda in the country, one of which is Indonesia which is coordinated by the Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy (2019). Research on festivals is increasing rapidly (Vesci and Botti, 2019; Quintal et al., 2015; Davis, 2016; Yoon et al., 2010; Gannon et al., 2019; Tanford and Jung, 2017) with their respective characteristics and adoption of different attributes.

Many of research on festival quality will refer to Crompton and Love (1995) and Baker and Crompton (2000) which have discussed event tourism and festival quality. This festival quality is an important aspect in building event quality that will influence tourists' perceptions (Vesci and Botti, 2019). More interestingly, a festival that has implemented quality programs, services provided, and adequate facilities will be able to influence the psychological side of tourists during their visit (Ajzen, 2002; Ajzen et al., 2007; Getz, 2008; Girish and Chen, 2017). Based on the experience gained by these tourists, this destination will identify as a must-visit tourist. So that there is a relationship between tourist visits and festival quality which affects the destination image (Getz, 2016a). However, not many have researched festival quality on destination image, only a few studies have examined this scope (Folgado-Fernández et al., 2019; Duarte et al., 2018; Hsu and Scott, 2020; Matic et al., 2020). Because of its important role in interpreting the relationship between humans and the festival landscape, attachment to festival quality has been applied in the tourism sector for destination management, marketing, and tourist behavior (Tsai, 2012). Matic et al (2020) explained that destination image is influenced by the experience of tourists, which later on from this experience can be shared through the presence of word of mouth and other types of communication. In line with Hsu and Scott (2020), it shows that experiences can involve tourists in travel destinations, create positive emotions and values, strengthen the bond between tourists and destinations, and influence the image of the visitor's destination. Meanwhile, the quality festival will form a brand of events that have an important function in tourist attractions and help create or develop regional images through related experiences and emotions, which can have a positive relationship with the image of the place (Folgado-Fernández et al., 2019). Based on some of the literature, this study has the following hypothesis:

H1: Program Content has positive and significant influence on Destination Image
H2: Facilities Quality has positive and significant influence on Destination Image
H3: Compatibility has positive and significant influence on Destination Image
H4: Information Quality has positive and significant influence on Destination Image
H5: Staff has positive and significant influence on Destination Image

Destination Image

Destination image has been studied and discussed in many literatures related to tourism and destination marketing. Many say that destination images are formed fundamentally through individual mental representations of knowledge, feelings, and overall perceptions of certain goals (Baloglu and McCleary, 1999). Meanwhile, Lew (1987) stated that the destination image is formed by a number of certain attributes or features that attract tourists, ranging from activities or experiences to unique landscapes. Thus, the perception of tourists about the festival related to tourism resources becomes a permanent thing from a certain location (eg, monuments, hotels, restaurants, or entertainment) which affects the overall destination image. Therefore, visitors to the host's destination are confident that they will find certain attributes for the destination image (San Martin and Rodríguez del Bosque, 2008). However, destination images are dynamic and change
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when new information is received (Gilbert and Hancock, 2006). According to Gunn (1988), a tourist visit to a destination will change the image of the place. Likewise, Fakeye and Crompton (1991) show that tourists develop a more complex image of a place during travel through the contacts and activities that are in it. Visitors who have the authority to repeat themselves form a more positive destination image (Konecnik and Ruzzeri, 2006). Modification of the destination image is an ongoing process and the image will develop due to incidents that occur during the trip (Smith et al., 2015). The concept of destination image has significant value in explaining behavior such as destination selection, intention to revisit and satisfaction (Stylos et al., 2016) as well as developing destination marketing strategies (Tasci et al., 2007).

The shape of the importance of a destination image is described through the attributes it contains and reflects the value identity of the destination (Chew and Jahari, 2014; Comas and Moscardo, 2005). Destination image is an important factor that influences the choice of tourist destinations. Cognitive and affective aspects form the two main components of the destination image (Crompton, 1979). Cognitive image refers to tourists’ beliefs about destination attributes, while affective image refers to how tourists feel about the destination (Li et al., 2018; Loureiro and Jesus, 2019). In line with that, Chew and Jahari (2014) added that cognitive imagery refers to beliefs and knowledge about the attributes of a travel destination, and affective imagery refers to emotions or feelings attached to the destination. Previous research tends to focus more on destination image antecedents which refer to tourist characteristics (eg, psychological, social) and stimulus factors (eg, information sources, previous visiting experiences.

This study will discuss empirical results related to destination image items with revisit intention. This is also in line with several studies which show that destination image has a positive and significant influence on revisit intention (Borges et al., 2020; Li et al., 2018; Chew and Jahari, 2014; Loureiro and Jesus, 2019; Song et al., 2017; Matic et al., 2020). Especially in the context of event tourism, where the quality festival attributes in which there is a festival landscape can shape the psychological aspects of tourists and affect behavioral intention to revisit intention. In this condition, destination image will certainly have a positive effect on revisit intention, so to the researcher. This hypothesis is based on the literature explaining destination image and revisit intention, as shown below:

H6: Destination Image has positive and significant influence on Revisit Intention

Revisit Intention

Theory of Reasoned Action put forward by Ajzen and Fishbein (1975) explains that tourists’ decisions in visiting are shaped by intention. Ajzen et al. (1980) assume that intention is the single most important predictor of human behavior, and that humans have rationality in using available information systematically. The model from Ajzen and Fishbein (1975) was originally developed and deals with predicting intentions to take sensible actions in life experiences, such as visiting intentions and experiences at tourist destinations. So in the discussion of revisit intention, before tourists decide to visit again, there must be a behavioral intention to visit so that they will have a visiting experience to determine whether tourists make a return visit (Baker and Crompton, 2000). Furthermore, revisit intention refers to the possibility of revisiting or revisiting the destinations that have been visited (Baker and Crompton, 2000). Meleddu et al. (2015) in their study focused on the antecedents of revisit intention to find out the reasons why tourists would prefer to revisit the same destination. Several studies have stated that previous experiences can influence tourists to visit again (Chang, 2013; Kim et al., 2015). However, Lee et al. (2014) has different findings, namely by identifying three motivational factors that influence the intention to visit again, which are called ‘ego-defensive function’, ‘utilitarian function-self-development’, and ‘utilitarian function-reward’. Although some of these studies show different results, Vesci and Botti (2019) argue that the satisfaction and value suitability desired when visiting for the first time are strong reasons that can be explained. Thus, actually these studies can be said to be appropriate but with different results on the perceptions of tourists. Because the psychological aspect of tourists is fundamental to knowing and influencing the experience and satisfaction so that it can be made a decision to make a revisit intention (Ajzen, 2002; Ajzen et al., 2007).

METHOD AND ANALYSIS

This study uses a quantitative approach and distribute questionnaires to tourists visiting Jember Fashion Carnaval from various respective regions with a total sample of 200 tourists. In this study, it was used the PLS-SEM statistical analysis with a causal modeling approach and aimed at maximizing the explained variance of the dependent latent constructs (Hair et al., 2014; Hair et al., 2019). In this study, it was used the descriptive statistical analysis to determine the respondent’s demographic frequency and the area of origin of tourists. This result showed that the most dominant gender of respondents is female (n = 115, 57.5%) and for male (n = 85, 42.5%). Meanwhile, of all respondents, the most dominant age ranges were 21-25 years old (n = 70, 35%) and 26-30 years old (n = 54, 27%). In addition, the frequency of visits is dominated by tourists from the area of origin, namely Jember Regency with more than five times (n = 63, 31.5%) visiting the Jember Fashion Carnaval festival. Regarding the measurement of validity and reliability in this study, it was known in the results of the analysis by PLS-SEM. Hair (2014) argued that composite reliability and cronbach’s α determine reliability, then for all of items should be greater than 0.70. In this study all of variable possess high composite reliability and cronbach’s α value more than 0.8. All of these values were considered to be acceptable and confirm an adequate reliability. To ensure validity indicates that a set of indicators represents the same underlying construct, which can be demonstrated through their unidimensionality. The validity of the discriminant variables was proven by calculating the average value of extraction (AVE) and value obtained between variables. Namely, AVE value for all of variable was greater than 0.5, indicating that variable is sufficient convergent validity (Hair, 2019).
Further, each of the variables were measured and possess value more than 0.6. That AVE is a measure of communality for each latent variable (Hair, 2019) and indicated adequate result as all of the variance show exhibit value above 0.50 respectively. Thus, the construct measurements of this research are indicated to be robust.

The results of hypothesis testing on PLS-SEM determine the model-fit and path coefficients as the quantities used in determining the overall relationship effect in the model. Regarding sequential partial models were determined for running the statistical analysis. Thus, first hypothesis, the effect of program content was tested with destination image and resulting in coefficient of determination (R²) of 0.602. Then, it was determined the relationship between program content on destination image has shown positive and significant effect (PC=0.308, p-value<0.05) and hence H1 was accepted. Second hypothesis facilities quality on destination image was tested and the result showed that it was not significant (FQ=0.032, p-value>0.05) to conclude H2 was rejected. Whereas the third hypothesis gives results on the relationship between convenience and destination image and showed that it has a positive and significant effect (C=0.313, p-value<0.05), so H3 can be accepted. In addition, the fourth hypothesis showed the results that information quality on destination image has not significant effect (IQ= 0.179, p-value>0.05), so H4 is rejected. Fifth hypothesis was showed in the effect of relationship between staff on destination image has positive and significant effect (S=0.121, p-value<0.05), so that H5 accepted. Meanwhile, the results of testing the relationship between destination image on revisit intention (R²=0.571) showed a positive and significant effect (DI=0.756, p-value<0.05), then H6 is accepted. Table 3 also presents the mediating role of destination image from program content, facilities quality, convenience, information quality, and staff towards revisit intention, the implications of which will also be discussed.

### FINDING AND DISCUSSION

Based on the results of hypothesis testing in table 3 it has indicated that the program content has a positive and significant effect on the destination image, it is the first hypothesis. It is true that the content program is a dominant influence for tourist attraction because it will provide performances that are of interest to tourists (Lee et al., 2008). With the Content Program which attracts tourists, it will form a landscape festival for the selling power of festival organizers to tourists (Vessi and Botti, 2019; Quintal et al., 2015). Interestingly, the Jember Fashion Carnaval (JFC) always provides a suitable content theme every year that describes and is a form of response to certain events in the surrounding environment, both regionally, nationally, and even internationally.

According to Tanford and Jung (2017), festival organizers must be more responsive in creating a theme so that tourists make repeat visits. This is of course for the sake of sustainability and sustainability of organizing the festival (Getz, 2013; Getz and Page, 2016a). The content program provided by the organizer will shape the atmosphere of the festival and can be interpreted as the value of the festival which includes most of the services offered at the festival, consistent with what has been reported by existing literature (Lee et al., 2008; Davis, 2016; Yoon et al., 2010; Gannon et al., 2019; Vessi and Botti, 2019). These findings confirm that each festival uniquely produces its own characteristics and quality dimensions based on the main theme or product offering (Folgado-Fernández et al., 2019). In addition, Tanford and Jung (2017) explain again about the existence of festivals as a destination image, planners must focus on providing programs and activities that
visitors enjoy. Then the festival must have a unique theme, the thematic content must be high quality. For instance, cultural festivals often feature original costumes and local products, the concept is in tune with those held by the Jember Fashion Carnaval. The festival is usually held in a temporary venue whose environment is created by the organizer (Getz and Page, 2016b). Similarly from this findings, previous researchers showed that festival quality influence was positive and significant on destination image (Kim, 2018; Wong et al., 2018; Duarte et al., 2018; Folgado-Fernández et al., 2019).

Meanwhile, regarding the results of the second hypothesis they show that facilities quality influence is not significant to the destination image. It is widely accepted that the festival offers many tangible and intangible benefits to the host community (Fourie and Santana-Gallego, 2011). Research by Moon et al (2013) suggests that when holding a festival, organizers must prioritize the quality of service to satisfy the audience, sponsors, and local residents through the facilities provided. According to Getz and Page (2016a; 2016b), facility availability is best defined as a visitor’s overall impression of the relative inferiority / superiority of the organization and its services.

High facilities quality is now recognized as a means of ensuring future success by many event organizers and in the event management literature (Getz, 2013; Getz and Page, 2016a; Vesci and Botti, 2019). In other words, visitors perceive an event as positive or valuable because of tangible (e.g. design, equipment, ambience and parking) or intangible (e.g. reliability, security, communication and assurance), visitors may stay at the event longer, then buy souvenirs or recommend them to others via social media (Jeong and Kim, 2019). Although, local festivals have sprung up with the special purpose of celebrating local culinary traditions, building business and trade in local products, and fostering domestic and regional tourism, it is better if local festivals need to focus on the characteristics of core services, namely quality facilities (Vesci and Botti, 2019). Although, Getz and Page (2016a) stated that actually a performance festival does not require a lot of resources (for example, buildings, decorations), Lee et al. (2008) still pay attention to the landscape festival because it will create a comfortable atmosphere for visitors. In fact, some experts (Baker and Crompton, 2000; Crompton, 1979) have observed that festivals play an important role in the development of many regions and in the implementation of branding strategies. In line with Getz and Page (2016a), Gursoy et al (2004) stated that festivals do not depend on expensive physical development and instead exploit existing infrastructure, besides that, they do not require large capital investments (for example, building a theatre).

In relation to festival quality, the results of the third hypothesis test which explains convenience have a positive and significant effect on destination image. Thus, the Jember Fashion Carnaval festival has paid attention to convenience in conceptualizing and designing when holding events. Because indeed convenience plays an important role in shaping the perceived value of event tourism visitors as explained by García-Fernández et al. (2018).

As also Lee et al (2008) who have introduced festivalscape, convenience is an attribute to establish festival quality. Furthermore, Lee et al (2008) have clarified that festivalscape includes many features, and features that are tangible affect visitor attitudes and behavior. In fact, although the festivalscape is composed of many cues, the importance, relevance, and perception of certain dimensions can vary between spaces (Davis, 2016; Quintal et al., 2015). Consequently, the scene of the festival itself also appears to be context dependent as shown in Vesci and Botti’s (2019) research. Investigating a small local festival held by the city that focuses on the history and culture of the city, Anil (2012) concluded that food, festival area (including events in the festival), and convenience are the only three factors that significantly affect tourist / visitor satisfaction. In the context of heritage tourism, research by Remoaldo et al (2014) reveals the perceived attributes of heritage destinations that include historical background and functionality, shopping and entertainment, convenience, and efficiency. However, the festival cape measurement framework proposed in the literature, although adapted to different contexts, was adapted to the characteristics of the festival.

Meanwhile, in relation to destination image, convenience is also an attribute in it in many literatures that discuss destination image (Comas and Moscardo, 2005; Chew and Jahari, 2014; Borges et al., 2020; Li et al., 2018). Destination image is an important factor influencing the choice of tourist destinations through cognitive and affective aspects which form the two main components of destination image (Crompton, 1979). Cognitive image refers to tourists ‘beliefs about destination attributes, while affective image refers to tourists’ feelings towards a destination that can be influenced by convenience (Li et al., 2018; Loureiro and Jesus, 2019; Davis, 2016; Quintal et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2008).

The results of testing the fourth hypothesis indicate that information quality has no significant effect on destination image. Meanwhile, from the perspective of festival quality attributes that have been described and discussed by Crompton and Love (1995), information becomes a forming attribute. In the next discussion, information becomes a meaningful assessment of the festival quality attributes (Baker and Crompton, 2000). The references developed on these attributes have been used in research that discusses festival quality (Folgado-Fernández et al., 2019; Durante et al., 2018; Hsu and Scott, 2020; Matic et al., 2020). As a form of providing service communication, information quality is needed to provide information to visitors when traveling, because through this information it becomes knowledge for visitors to decide on destination choices (Quintal et al., 2015). Meanwhile in the current era with advances in information technology via the internet, visitors take advantage and use the power of social media (for example, Instagram, websites, search engines) to find information on tourist destinations (Jeong and Kim, 2019). Therefore, information is very important to provide knowledge to visitors, such as in the context of tourist destinations which are useful in knowing the timing of the implementation and other values being sought (Habibi et al., 2014; Zeng and Gerritsen, 2014). Meanwhile, information can be an important part of avoiding confusion of knowledge and discrepancies in the values shared by the organizers. Lee et al (2008) even emphasized information as an attribute in shaping festivalscape. In addition, it will be related to destination marketing, information quality as a means of promotion to improve the image of a destination (Jeong and Kim, 2019). Furthermore, the communicative scope of the festival can be conceptualized as the adequacy
and clarity of the information tools adopted to guide tourists to the proper service realization, thereby depicting the role of tourists and transmitting the desired image intended by festival organizers (Vesci and Botti, 2019). Thus, information is the scope of communication for organizers to share the value created and distributed to tourists (Quintal et al., 2015).

Staff service is an important issue to analyze in terms of its effect on visitor attitudes and behavioral intentions. In accordance with this, the results of testing the fifth hypothesis, namely staff have a positive and significant effect on the destination image. Festivals generally have a low level of professionalism in relation to staff, because they often involve volunteers (Hsu and Scott, 2020). Thus, the success of a festival depends on the enthusiasm and actions of these volunteers, who are involved in various activities, such as services to visitors and their availability in guiding visitors (Anil, 2012; Tsai, 2012). Service staffing forms include the level of politeness and knowledge of service providers, both of which are necessary for successful interaction with visitors (Yoon et al., 2010; Gannon et al., 2019). Quintal et al. (2015) found that the staff dimension of the festivalscape was one of the most influential factors in influencing tourist attitudes. Vesci and Botti (2019) also explained in their research that service interactions (relational features of staff) have a positive and significant effect on perceptions of destination images so that visitors will have a good experience and feel satisfied. Good service interactions and adequate staff behavior occupy an important position in determining tourist attitudes towards revisited festivals (Matic et al., 2020). However, the influence of staff and information service interactions has not always been confirmed in the previous literature (Lee et al., 2008; Yoon et al., 2010) reinforcing the assumption that festival types and types of settings can significantly change visitor behavior. The relevance of staff interactions in the context of festivals is likely to be determined by the interactive dimension specifically motivating domestic tourists who are the target of this type of event (Duarte et al., 2018; Matic et al., 2020). Thus, emphasizing the need for festival managers to provide sufficient information that directs people to the festival area, and must ensure the provision of quality service through the availability of polite and knowledgeable staff (Tsai, 2012; Hsu and Scott, 2020). Special attention should be paid to providing staff with adequate training in essential skills as staff service is an important part, such as communication, courtesy and kindness (Folgado-Fernández et al., 2019).

Finally, discussed and implication about influence of destination image on tourist revisit intention has positive and significant impact. Destination as the destination of a tourist trip will consider the destination image (Boo and Busser, 2005). Tourists in deciding to visit again are influenced by visiting experiences where this image has been embedded in their mind (Khan et al., 2019; Li et al., 2018). Given that festival products and services are considered experiential and because experience itself can be an important factor influencing participants’ satisfaction and intention to revisit the destination, it is very important to understand the values of festival participants in the visiting experience (Moon and Han, 2019; San Martín and Rodríguez del Bosque, 2008; Song et al., 2017). In addition, assuming that satisfaction is consumers ‘overall evaluation of the total consumer experience, understanding of consumers’ experiences, and their perceived value from products or services becomes more important than ever in the context of tourism and hospitality (Smith et al., 2015; Tasci et al., 2007). Referring to Holbrook (1994) categorizes experience value into four different groups, consumer return on investment, service excellence, aesthetic and escapism, which are also categorized as activity dimensions, such as active or reactive consumer value. In addition, some researchers focus on consumer reasons as determined by experiential-oriented or goal-oriented cognition in a particular environment (Stylos et al., 2016). Thus, there are strong reasons why festivalscape should be considered by festival organizers as forming visitors’ experiences and perceptions of the destination image (Lee et al., 2008; Vesci and Botti, 2019; Quintal et al., 2015). Thus, tourist satisfaction affects the level of perception on the destination image, with this the tourists will decide to visit again. Related to this findings with previous research that had explained (Chang, 2013; Kim et al., 2015; Remoaldo et al., 2014; Foster and Sidhartais, 2019; Kim, 2018; Loureiro and Jesus, 2019; Wong et al., 2019).

CONCLUSION AND LIMITATION
This research is the background of the existence of a local festival that has been moving for a long time and has become an international class festival which has had a big impact on the local community. Interestingly, Jember Fashion Carnaval has become an icon for the host city and has become an attraction for both domestic and foreign tourists. Thus, this research underlies the concept of event management developed by Getz and Page (2016a) which explains how to manage and design the concept of sustainable event tourism. Thus, this study adopts the festival quality construct to assess the existing concepts that are currently being implemented that will affect the destination image and tourist revisit intention. The quantitative approach is used in this study and utilizes PLS-SEM statistical analysis to explain the path analysis. Regarding the results of this study that have been explained and discussed, but there is limitation, so future research may be necessary to add a variable construct of perceived value and tourist knowledge which can be considered as the influence of the decision to revisit intention on tourism events.
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